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,e use of scheduling optimization tools is essential in creating an efficient nurse shift-rotation schedule. A well-designed nurse
scheduling technique can improve nurses’ job satisfaction and their intention to stay. ,is study develops a goal programming
approach to nurse scheduling that simultaneously considers workload fairness and individual preferences on working shift and
day off assignments. A case study of an operating room at a hospital in ,ailand is used to illustrate the model capabilities for
solving an actual nurse scheduling problem. ,e job satisfaction factors defined based on an interview and questionnaire survey
are integrated into the model.When compared against themanual scheduling result, the optimal schedules can be implemented to
improve the nurse’s perception of fairness and preference satisfaction.,e analysis of fairness and multiple individual preferences
based on a case study investigation is the main contribution of this study.

1. Introduction

,e problem of intensified workload and poor working
conditions has been identified as one of the major causes of
the global nurse shortage predicament [1]. Hospital nurses
who do shift work are exposed to understaffing, heavy-
workload, and irregular work-scheduling conditions. ,e
overworking and understaffing of nursing staff not only
adversely affect the service quality of healthcare operations,
but also lead to less patient-nurse interaction [2] and patient
safety issues (Liu et al. [3] and Baker et al. [4]). At the same
time, the demanding working conditions also impose var-
ious negative health consequences on nurses including fa-
tigue, obesity, sleep disorder, and a wide range of chronic
diseases [5].,e impact of shift work also includes decreased
work-life balance, which can significantly affect nurse’s job
satisfaction and retention intention [6].

,e positive effects of job satisfaction on nurse retention
have been addressed in many countries [7–10]. For any
profession, the control of job satisfaction in the workplace is
an indefinite task due to the variations in job characteristics
and individual characteristics. ,e understanding of the
impacts of both types of characteristics is crucial in im-
proving job satisfaction [11]. According to the nurse job
satisfaction literature, the work environment is an important
job characteristic affecting nurse job satisfaction and re-
tention intention. DeKeyser Ganz and Toren [12] reviews
that a well-designed nurse practice environment that pro-
motes nurse engagement in management, staffing adequacy,
and positive relations among colleagues is essential for
ensuring job satisfaction and preventing the intention to
leave. A survey in the underserved areas of Jordan by
AbuAlRub et al. [13] suggests that the design of a work
environment that promotes job satisfaction and nurse
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intention to stay should consider the shortcomings of
nurses’ living conditions. Recent job satisfaction studies tend
to include both job and individual characteristics in their
investigation. ,e perceptions of job autonomy and orga-
nizational justice have received more research attention than
other individual characteristics in recent literature. As
shown in Li et al. [14], Giles et al. [15], Mahoney et al. [16],
and Koning [17], the perception of job control or autonomy
is an important job satisfaction factor that can improve job
satisfaction and nurse retention. With autonomy, nurses
take part in their shift scheduling process, enabling the direct
consideration of their preferences. Organizational justice is
another key factor affecting nurse job satisfaction [18]. ,e
recent survey study by Rizany et al. [19] indicates that the
implementation of nurse schedules developed by a sys-
tematic scheduling method with organizational justice
consideration has a positive effect on nurse job satisfaction.
,e studying results suggest that organizational justice can
be achieved by providing an equitable allocation of workload
and favorable scheduling outcomes. In a shift-rotation
system, many personal preferences can be considered in-
cluding the preferred shift time, day off, coworkers, etc.

,e development of nurse scheduling algorithms has
received significant research attention to resolve the job
satisfaction and retention issues that are becoming more
problematic in different countries. ,e use of mathematical
programming in nurse scheduling tasks helps not only re-
duce the burdensome and time-consuming manual sched-
uling efforts, but also allow any change to be made to the
initial scheduling easily. Nurse scheduling problems (NSP)
have been widely studied in the literature to date. ,e
primary objective of nurse scheduling is to satisfy the
hospital’s patient demand and staffing policies. For job-
satisfaction-enhanced NSP, the fairness and nurse prefer-
ences are incorporated into the scheduling models in the
form of constraints and objectives. When compared to
manual scheduling, which is still widely used by hospitals,
the job-satisfaction-enhanced models are capable of pro-
ducing more fair schedules, as shown by the previous case
studies [20, 21]. ,e manual scheduling task allows sched-
ulers to have the control to assign schedules based on their
judgment and may result in an unfair schedule. Manual
scheduling is also time-consuming, preventing the
rescheduling of nurses shifts should any disruption occurs
during the implementation of the proposed schedule. As a
result, the original attempt to create a fair and job-satis-
faction-enhanced schedule can be compromised. Both
single- and multiple-objective techniques have been used in
formulating job-satisfaction-enhanced NSP models.
Schedulers can maximize or control the level of job satis-
faction while being able to pursue other operating objectives.
,us far, there exists a research gap concerning the inte-
gration of workforce and individual preferences into nurse
scheduling practices. ,ere is also very limited research that
combines fairness and preference goals in NSP and use an
actual case study to illustrate the practicality of the proposed
approach.,e details of the literature review are given in the
next section. After that, materials and methods are described
to gain insights into how the proposed NSP model is

developed based on the operating-room-nurse case study.
Results and discussion are given to see how the scheduling
solutions allocate nurses in response to the simultaneous
consideration of multiple scheduling goals. In the end, the
conclusion of findings and the main research contributions
are provided.

2. Literature Review

,e research of NSP has been well-documented in the
previous studies for different designing and solving ap-
proaches. Especially during the past decade, there has been a
growing NSP literature focusing on the job satisfaction of
nurses. Many studies in the literature develop nurse
scheduling approaches that create positive effects on job
satisfaction based on nurse preference. El Adoly et al. [20]
proposed a scheduling algorithm that considers shift and day
off preferences and uses an actual hospital case study in
Egypt for model validation.,ongsanit et al. [22] applied the
nurse scheduling technique to balance shift assignments
among the nurses. ,e aim is to improve overall nurse
preferences in a hospital in ,ailand. Similarly, Cetin and
Sarucan [23] aimed for balancing the total work hours
among the nurses. ,ey consider factors influencing nurses’
preferences such as the desirable shift patterns, weekend day
off allocation, and balance between day and night shifts.
However, these preferences are based on the group, not
individual preferences. Another group of NSP studies makes
it possible to specify individual nurse scheduling preferences
on shift and day off. Deterministic (Lin et al. [24], Huang
et al. [25], and Widyastiti et al. [26]) and stochastic (Bagheri
et al. [27]) single-objective linear programming approaches
are proposed. ,e exact or optimization techniques such as
Linear programming (LP) or Mixed-integer programming
(MIP) have shown to be effective in solving NSP. In more
recent NSP studies, the development of fair and preference
scheduling using multiobjective optimization techniques
such as Goal programming (GP) is observed. ,e use of GP
allows the planners to regard job satisfaction factors as
optimization goals. ,en, the relative importance of each
goal can be assigned to reach the most suitable scheduling
solutions. Lim et al. [28] proposed a goal programming-
based NSP considering assignment cost, idle time, and nurse
preferences simultaneously. In Agyei et al. [29] and Al-Hinai
et al. [30] studies, goal programming is used to generate
balanced shift assignments for nurses. ,e undesirable shift
patterns or shift precedence is regarded as the main job
satisfaction factors. ,e use of goal programming to reach
multi-criteria scheduling decisions is also found in Dum-
rongsiri and Chongphaisal [31]. ,e desirable shift work
characteristics for an emergency room with nurses’ skill
heterogeneity in a ,ai university hospital are formulated as
the GP objectives. Mohammadian et al. [32]’s proposed a GP
model to solve an NSP using an emergency room in a
hospital in Tehran as a case study. In their case, nurses are
entirely homogeneous in skill and experience levels. ,eir
highlight is the formation of seven goals related to the
desirable shift work characteristics and nurses’ interests.
Aside from the skill consideration, these two multi-criteria
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scheduling approaches aim to maximize job satisfaction
based on a different set of hard and soft constraints.

Based on this part of the literature, GP allows decision-
makers to find practical solutions based on the desirable
scheduling characteristics with target values. ,e problem-
solving is executed by minimizing the unwanted deviation
from the target values. At this point, the goals’ priority level
can be defined based on management interests. Wang et al.
[21] developed a weighted goal programming NSP by
assigning the overtime restriction as the most important
goal. Sundari and Mardiyati [33] formulated a preemptive
goal programming NSP, where the goals related to hospital
regulations are to be satisfied before nurses’ preferences.
Another interesting area of NSP literature is the formulating
and solving of highly constraint NSP. In this case, previous
studies such as Santos et al. [34], Mischek and Musliu [35],
and Rahimian et al. [36] use constraint programming (CP)
to find feasible solutions rather than optimal solutions based
on hard and soft constraints. Hard constraints include
hospital regulations and restrictions that need to be satisfied.
Soft constraints are those that are formulated based on
personal preferences, which can be violated at a penalty.

In the NSP literature, heuristic algorithms are important
tools researchers use to solve large-scale NSP. Chiaramonte
and Caswell [37] proposed an advanced nurse scheduling
algorithm named as competitive nurse rostering and
rerostering. ,e algorithm offers a rerostering ability to
generate alternate cost-optimal scheduling solutions that
have a minimum negative impact on nurse preferences. An
iterated local search is proposed as the solving tool. Zhong
et al. [38] develop a two-stage heuristic algorithm to create a
nurse schedule with a balanced weekend workload. ,e
algorithm accounts for the individual nurse preferences,
patient volume fluctuation, required patient-to-nurse ratio,
and other work-rest rules. ,e solution impact of uncer-
tainty arising from the patient volume fluctuation is shown
to be significant for the US hospital case study. ,e inves-
tigation of uncertain impacts is important and has been the
subject of an investigation by several other NSP studies. ,e
study of Maass et al. [39] accounts for not only uncertainty
arising from patient demand, but also nurse absenteeism.
,eir model is solved by using the genetic algorithm (GA) to
create long-term staffing decisions for different tiers of
nursing staff. Leksakul and Phetsawat [40] also use GA to
solve NSP that considers the demand for nurse and fair
overtime pay for nurses. In Sajadi et al. [41], simulated
annealing (SA) and simulation are used in tandem in
searching for solutions with less patient wait time. In their
NSP, the simulation of emergency room activities in a
hospital case study is performed, considering important
input data such as patient arrival rate and nurse service time.
In the model of Liu et al. [42], the wage of nurses and
preference penalty costs are combined into a single cost
minimization objective. ,e computational performances of
their proposed heuristic approach are benchmarked against
those of several meta-heuristics approaches. Guessoum et al.
[43] proposed a two-stage method where the original NSP is
reduced in size by a variable fixing heuristic and solvable to
optimal or near-optimal by an exact method.

In the current satisfaction-enhanced NSP research pool,
the existing models are dedicated to maximizing nurse
preferences, desirable scheduling characteristics, and satis-
faction. However, there is still a need for more case study
research to accommodate the constant change of the NSP
context. For nurse scheduling, the exploration of the
practicality of the proposed approach based on an actual case
study is also important [44]. Regarding job satisfaction
factors, there are still limited studies that consider individual
preferences together with fairness. ,is research aims to
strengthen the fundamental understanding of the actual
nurse scheduling case and to develop a fair and satisfaction-
enhanced scheduling tool that can be implemented easily
on-site by the existing personnel. Our first step is to conduct
field surveys at an operating room department in a private
hospital located in Pathum ,ani, ,ailand. ,e survey
objective is to define the system parameters based on the
actual job satisfaction factors, scheduling regulations, and
problem environment. ,e second step is to formulate a
mathematical scheduling model, using GP, to achieve all the
scheduling goals concerning fairness and job satisfaction. A
free add-in optimization software in Microsoft Excel called
Opensolver is used, so that it can be implemented by the
head nurse without any additional cost or complication.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Case Study andDataCollection. ,is research focuses on
the scheduling of operating-room nurses in a private hos-
pital with 200 beds in Pathum ,ani, ,ailand. A field
survey, an interview with the head nurse, and a question-
naire survey with operating room nurses were conducted
during December-January 2019/20. ,e operating room has
17 nurses (1 head nurse and 16 full-time nurses), working in
a 3-shift rotation system: morning shift (8:00–16:00), af-
ternoon shift (16:00–24:00), and night shift (0:00–8:00).
Currently, the shift schedule is manually generated by the
head nurse at the beginning of each month. In the case
presented, the scheduling period of 28 days is assumed. ,e
main scheduling task is to assign an adequate number of
nurses for each shift across the scheduling period. ,e
scheduling criteria and the relevant hospital’s regulations are
given in the next section. Aside from these scheduling re-
quirements, based on the survey and interview results, the
fairness of workload and job satisfaction of nurses are the
areas of interest for management and of this research. ,e
questionnaire survey results indicate that shift and day off
preferences are the important parameters contributing to
nurses’ job satisfaction, mainly because operation room
tasks are nonrepetitive and require a variety of skills.
However, for the case where nurses are required to perform
repetitive tasks over an extended period, job satisfaction
factors related to fatigue and job boredom may need to be
considered. ,e job satisfaction effects of job boredom in
workforce scheduling research have been investigated in our
recent study [45].

To improve job satisfaction, this study develops a nurse
scheduling approach that improves nurse’s perception of
workload fairness and preference fulfillment. A
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questionnaire is administered to nurses asking them to
indicate their preferred shifts and days off across the 28-day
scheduling period. Each nurse specifies 8 preferred days off:
4 most preferred days off and 4 second-most preferred days
off. A goal programming model for nurse scheduling is
formulated to simultaneously address a set of multiple job-
satisfaction enhancement objectives: (1) minimizing the
unbalanced workload, (2) minimizing the unbalanced
preferred shift, and (3) minimizing the unbalanced preferred
day off among the nurses. ,e details of model formulation
are as follows.

3.2. Mathematical Model Formulation. ,e proposed nurse
scheduling model is formulated for multishift scheduling
over a series of consecutive sequences of days. ,e het-
erogeneous characteristics of nurses considered in the model
include the experience levels and their preferences on shift
and day off. ,e scheduling model is formulated to account
for the shift time and the following case study’s conditions
and assumptions, which are similar in principle to the
previous case study oriented NSP studies (Dumrongsiri and
Chongphaisal [31], and Mohammadian et al. [32]).

3.3. Modeling Conditions and Assumptions

(i) ,e scheduling period is 28 days. In a workday,
there are three 8-hour shifts: morning, afternoon,
and night shifts.

(ii) ,e number of nurses in each shift must meet the
requirements: 6 for the morning shift, 6 for the
afternoon shift, and 2 for the night shift.

(iii) Based on the working experiences, nurses with
working experience more and less than 5 years of
experience are classified as level-1 and level-2
nurses, respectively.

(iv) In each shift, the number of level-1 (experienced)
nurses must be at least half of the total number of
nurses.

(v) Nurses must work no less than 22 shifts and no
more than 24 shifts in a month.

(vi) Nurses must have at least one day off each week.
(vii) Nurses can work only one shift per day.
(viii) No more than 2 night shifts per week are allowed

for each nurse.
(ix) Consecutive night shifts are not allowed.
(x) ,e head nurse always works on the morning shift

from Monday to Saturday and takes a day off on
Sunday.

(xi) Indices.

i: number of nurses (i� 1, . . ., I)
j: number of shifts (j� 1, . . ., J; M�morning,
A� afternoon, N� night)
k: number of days in the planning horizon (k� 1,
. . ., K)

(xii) Input parameters.

Rj: number of required nurses in each shift j.
Ei: level-i nurse (level 1 is an experienced nurse).
PSi,j,k: nurses preferences on working shifts and
workdays (�1 if nurse i prefers to work in shift j
on day t).
PDi,k: nurses preferences score on days off (�1 if
day k is nurse’s i second-most preferred day off,
�3 if day k is nurse’s i most preferred day off).
WSMin: minimum monthly working shifts
allowed.
WSMax: maximum monthly working shifts
allowed.
STarget: the target number of working shifts.
PSTarget: yhe target number of preferred shift.
PDTarget: the target preferred day off scores.

(xiii) Decision variables.

Xi,j,k � 1 if nurse i is assigned to work in shift j on
day k, 0 otherwise.
Yi,k � 1 if nurse i is assigned to take a day off on
day k, 0 otherwise.
S+

i , S−
i : positive and negative deviation of the

number of shifts from the target for nurse i.
PS+

i , PS−
i : positive and negative deviation of the

number of preferred shifts from the target for
nurse i.
PD+

i , PD−
i : positive and negative deviation of the

preferred day off scores from the target for nurse
i.

,e proposed nurse scheduling model is formulated
using the normalized goal programming technique, as
shown below. ,e first goal equation is formulated to bal-
ance the number of shifts assigned to nurses.,e second and
third goal equations aim to consider the individual pref-
erences on shift and day off, respectively, enabling the
improvement of autonomy of nurses over their work
schedule.

Goal 1. ,e number of overworked or underworked
shifts of each nurse is determined based on the total number
of shifts assigned and the target number of working shifts, as
shown in equation (1). Both overworking and underworking
are regarded as an undesirable scheduling outcome.



J

j�1


K

k�1
Xi,j,k − S

+
i + S

−
i � STarget, ∀i. (1)

Goal 2. ,e numbers of preferred and nonpreferred
shifts assigned to each nurse are calculated using equation
(2). ,e undesirable scheduling outcome occurs when the
number of nonpreferred shifts exceeds the target value.



J

j�1


K

k�1
PSi,j,k · Xi,j,k

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − PS
+
i + PS

−
i � PSTarget, ∀i. (2)

Goal 3. ,e number of preferred days off assigned is
determined using equation (3). ,e undesirable scheduling
outcome occurs when the score of nonpreferred days off is
lower than the target value.
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K

k�1
PDi,k · Yi,k

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ − PD
+
i + PD

−
i � PDTarget, ∀i. (3)

,e scheduling objective is to simultaneously minimize
the undesirable scheduling outcomes related to the three
goals.,e undesirable outcome of each goal is normalized to
its target value. ,e objective function defined in equation
(4) is to minimize the summation of normalized undesirable
outcomes as shown below.

minimize Z �


I
i�1 S

+
i + S

−
i( 

STarget · I
  +


I
i�1 PS

−
i( 

PSTarget · I
 

+


I
i�1 PD

−
i( 

PDTarget · I
 ,

(4)

subject to
I

i�1
Xi,j,k � Rj, ∀j, k (5)

WSMin ≤ 

J

j�1


K

k�1
Xi,j,k ≤WSMax, ∀i (6)

Xi,j,k + Xi,j+1,k + Xi,j+2 ≤ 1, ∀i, j, k (7)



I

i�1
Ei · Xi,j,k ≥ 0.5 · Rj, ∀j, k, Ei � 1 (8)



J

j�1
Xi,j,k + Yi,k � 1, ∀i, k (9)


j�N



K

k�1
Xi,j,k ≤ 2, ∀i (10)


j�N



k+1

k�k

Xi,j,k ≤ 1, ∀i (11)



k+6

i�k

Yi,k ≥ 1, ∀i, k ∈ 1, 8, 15, 21 (12)

Xi�Head nurse,j�M,k � 1, ∀k (13)

Xi�Head nurse,k�Sunday � 1 (14)

S
+
i , S

−
i , PS

+
i , PS

−
i , PD

+
i , PD

−
i ∈ Z

+
, ∀i. (15)

Equation (5) ensures that the number of nurses assigned
to each shift meets the requirements. Equation (6) limits the
minimum and the maximum number of working shifts per
month for nurses. Equation (7) allows nurses to work only
one shift per day. Equation (8) ensures an adequate number
of experienced nurses in each shift. Equation (9) ensures that
there is no shift assignment on a day off. Equation (10)

makes certain that the allowable number of night shifts per
week is enforced. Equation (11) prohibits the consecutive
night shift assignment. Equation (12) ensures that each nurse
is entitled to at least one day off per week. Equations (13) and
(14) account for the head nurse’s fixed schedule. Equation
(15) defines deviation variables to be positive integers.

3.4. Case Study Data. ,e model is validated using the
collected case study data. ,e minimum and the maximum
number of shifts per month are 22 and 24, respectively.
According to the head nurse, the targets related to the 3 goals
are given in Table 1.

,e nurses are asked to identify their preferred shifts
throughout the planning period of 28 days. ,e first 14 days
of shift preference data are shown in Table 2. For the day off
preference, nurse preference data are obtained by using
Likert scales rather than binary response scales used by the
previous studies [31, 32]. In our questionnaire survey, the
nurses are asked to rate how each shift and day off fits their
scheduling needs. ,e ratings provide more scheduling
flexibility and a higher chance of maximizing the satisfaction
of all nurses. In our case, the most and second-most pre-
ferred days off worth 3 and 1 points, respectively. ,e target
preferred day off score (PDTarget) of 12 is achieved when the
most preferred day off is assigned as the actual day off of
every week throughout the 28-day planning period. ,e first
14 days of the day off preference sheets are shown in Table 3.

4. Results and Discussion

In this part, the problem is divided into three scenarios:
normal operation, extended capacity operation, and higher
demand for experienced nurses. ,e number of nurses re-
quired for the normal operation over the three shifts is 6, 6,
and 2. For the extended capacity operation, the number of
nurses required is 9, 6, and 2. It is assumed that themorning-
shift capacity is extended to handle high patient demand in
the morning. It is worth noting that the scheduling re-
quirements such as the number of shifts allowed and the
unallowable shift patterns are formulated as hard constraints
in this study. Such model formulation does not provide
enough flexibility to conduct an extensive sensitivity anal-
ysis. If these hard constraints are reformulated as goal
equations and soft constraints, a sensitivity analysis can be
performed in a broader sense by varying the design pa-
rameters such as the number of nurses available. Here, only
the normal and extended capacity scenarios are analyzed.

4.1. Normal Operation Scenario. ,e goal-programming
nurse scheduling model is solved using Opensolver version
2.9.0. ,e case study problem can be solved to optimality
within 5 seconds, using a 2.3GHz Dual-Core Intel Core i5-
8300H operating system. In Table 4, the total numbers of
shifts, preferred shifts, and preferred days off assigned to 17
nurses over 28 days are summarized. ,e actual total
number of shifts assigned to nurses based on the schedule
that was manually produced in the month before the data
collection period is also shown. ,e details of the optimal
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schedule concerning the deviation from the three goals are
also given in the table.

,e results mainly suggest that all the scheduling goals
can be successfully achieved by using the proposed ap-
proach. Concerning the first goal, there are 4 nurses with
zero deviation from the workload target of 24 shifts. ,e
deviations from the workload target for all nurses are no
more than 2 shifts. ,e workload among the nurses is
reasonably balanced. Regarding the other two goals, the
deviations from the target number of preferred shifts and
target day off scores are insignificant. However, there is one
nurse (nurse 2) who is subject to moderate levels of percent
deviation across the three goals, compared to other nurses.

,is scenario of one or a few people receiving not-too-good
scheduling results to maximize the job satisfaction of the
entire workforce may occur. ,is nurse needs to be com-
pensated by a rise in the number of preferred shifts and day
off assignments during the next scheduling period. At any
rate, for these current optimal solutions, it is reasonable to
conclude that all the goals are simultaneously satisfied.

4.2. Extended Capacity Operation Scenario. Based on the
results of the extended capacity scenario, the number of
nurses required increases from 17 to 20 to cope with the
higher patient demand during the morning shift. ,e results

Table 1: ,e goal targets.

Target number of working shifts (STarget) 24 shifts
Target number of preferred shifts (PSTarget) 20 shifts
Target preferred day off score (PDTarget) 12 points

Table 2: Nurses’ preferred working shifts.

Nurse EXP D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14
1 1 (H) M M M M M M M M M M M M M M
2 1 M A A A M M M A A A N A A A
3 1 M M M M M N M M M M M M M A
4 1 A A A A A M A A A A M N M M
5 1 M M A A A A N A A A A A M M
6 1 A A A A A N A A A A A M M M
7 1 M M M M M A A A A A A A N A
8 1 A A A A A A M M M M M M M M
9 1 A A M M M M A A A A N A A N
10 2 M M M M M M M M M M M M M M
11 2 A A A A A N A A A N M M M M
12 2 M M A A A M M M M M N A A A
13 2 M M M M M A A A A A N A A A
14 2 A A A A A A A M M M M M M M
15 2 A A A N A M M M M M M A A A
16 2 M M M M M A A A A A A A N A
17 2 N A A A A M M A A A A N A A
EXP� experience level, H� head nurse, M�morning shift, A� afternoon shift, N� night shift.

Table 3: Nurses’ preferred day off.

Nurse EXP D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 D9 D10 D11 D12 D13 D14
1 1 (H) — 1 — — — — 3 — 1 — — — — 3
2 1 — — 3 — — 1 — — 1 — — 3 — —
3 1 1 — — — 3 — — — 3 — — — 1 —
4 1 — 1 — — — — 3 3 — — 1 — — —
5 1 — — — — — 3 1 — 1 — — — 3 —
6 1 — — — 3 — 1 — — — 1 3 — — —
7 1 — 3 — — 1 — — — 1 — — — — 3
8 1 1 — — — — 3 — 1 — — — 3 — —
9 1 — 1 — — — — 3 — 3 — — — — 1
10 2 — 1 — — 3 — — — — 1 — 3 — —
11 2 — — 1 — — — 3 — — — 1 — — 3
12 2 3 — — — — — 1 — — 3 — — 1 —
13 2 3 — — 1 — — — — 3 — — 1 — —
14 2 — 3 — — — 1 — 1 — — — — 3 —
15 2 1 — — — 3 — — — 1 — — — — 3
16 2 — — 1 — — 3 — — — 1 — 3 — —
17 2 3 — — — — 1 — 3 — — — 1 — —
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are summarized in Table 5. ,e working shift balance ob-
jective is well achieved.,e shift and day off assignments are
also quite consistent with the nurse preferences. In the
optimal solution, there is only one nurse whose preferred-
shift deviation is up to 4. Other nurses’ shift preferences are
well satisfied. With the increased number of nurses, it may
be easier to proportionately distribute the workload. Solving
this problem scenario consumes only 5 seconds. ,e
computational performance of the proposed scheduling

approach is also tested using larger problem sizes. It is found
that the optimal solution with 50 nurses can be achieved
within 20 seconds.

4.3. Higher Demand for Experienced Nurses Scenario. ,is
scenario is created under the assumption that more expe-
rienced nurses are required on Monday and Tuesday
mornings due to the need to cope with a large number of

Table 4: Summary of deviations from the goals of the NSP model for the normal scenario.

Nurse i Actual total
shifts

G1: working shifts balancing G2: preferred shift assignments G3: score of preferred day off assignments
Total
shifts Si-

S
Target

%
Dev∗

Total preferred
shifts PSi-

PS
Target

%
Dev∗

Total preferred day
off scores PDi

- Pd
Target

%
Dev∗

1 24 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
2 20 24 0 24 4.1 17 3 20 11.3 10 2 12 11.9
3 20 23 1 24 0.3 18 2 20 6.1 11 1 12 3.1
4 20 23 1 24 0.3 16 4 20 16.6 11 1 12 3.1
5 24 22 2 24 4.6 18 2 20 6.1 11 1 12 3.1
6 23 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 4.3 11 1 12 3.1
7 21 23 1 24 0.3 18 2 20 6.1 11 1 12 3.1
8 22 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 4.3 11 1 12 3.1
9 24 24 0 24 4.1 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
10 20 24 0 24 4.1 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
11 20 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
12 24 23 1 24 0.3 19 1 20 0.9 10 2 12 11.9
13 20 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
14 20 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
15 24 24 0 24 4.1 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
16 24 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 4.3 12 0 12 5.7
17 24 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 4.3 11 1 12 3.1
Average 1.9 5.6 5.4
∗Dev� percent deviation from the average values.

Table 5: Summary of deviations from the goals of the NSP model for the extend capacity scenario.

Nurse i Actual total
shifts

G1: working shifts balancing G2: preferred shift assignments G3: score of preferred day off assignments
Total
shifts Si-

S
Target

%
Dev∗

Total preferred
shifts PSi-

PS
Target

%
Dev∗

Total preferred day
off scores PDi

- PD
Target

%
Dev∗

1 24 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
2 20 24 0 24 0.8 16 4 20 19.0 10 2 12 10.3
3 20 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
4 20 23 1 24 3.4 20 0 20 1.3 10 2 12 10.3
5 24 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 10 2 12 10.3
6 23 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
7 21 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 9 3 12 19.3
8 22 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
9 24 24 0 24 0.8 19 1 20 3.8 9 3 12 19.3
10 20 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 10 2 12 10.3
11 20 23 1 24 3.4 20 0 20 1.3 11 1 12 1.3
12 24 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
13 20 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
14 20 23 1 24 3.4 20 0 20 1.3 11 1 12 1.3
15 24 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
16 24 23 1 24 3.4 20 0 20 1.3 11 1 12 1.3
17 24 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
18 — 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
19 — 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
20 — 24 0 24 0.8 20 0 20 1.3 12 0 12 7.6
Average 1.3 2.3 8.4
∗Dev� percent deviation from the average value.
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patients. ,e number of experienced nurses required
during these peak-patient-demand shifts increases from 3
to 5. ,e model is solved again, and the results are sum-
marized in Table 6. Under this scenario, experienced nurses
are subject to more workloads. For most of them, their
number of working shifts reaches the maximum allowable
level. ,e ability to maximize nurse preference is now
restricted by the requirement for more experienced nurses
during peak time. When compared to all the previous
scenarios, the average values of percent deviation for all the
goals are higher. ,is is because experienced nurses can no
longer take leaves on Monday and Tuesday, and their day
off preference cannot be completely satisfied. However,
under this scenario, the proposed model still offers a better
working-shift balance, compared to the manual scheduling
results.

,e comparison of performance measures among the
manual schedule and optimal schedules is made.,e average
and standard deviation associated with each goal’s perfor-
mance measure are shown in Table 7. ,e optimal schedules
can be benchmarked against the manual schedule on the
aspect of working shift balance only. Before this study, the
scheduling of working shifts did not incorporate the pre-
ferred shifts and day off information.

,e proposed model outperforms the actual schedule in
terms of solution quality and execution time. For manual
scheduling, it usually required about 1 week to prepare a 1-
month schedule. Regarding the working shifts balancing
objective, even for the higher-demand scenario, the optimal
schedule yields a significantly lower standard deviation
suggesting that the model provides a more balanced
workload assignment than the manual scheduling. ,is
optimal schedule is also achieved in light of the preferred
shift and day off consideration.

5. Conclusions

,e nurse scheduling tool is essential in creating an efficient
nurse shift-rotation schedule. Manual scheduling is time-
consuming and prone to overlooking some of the desirable
scheduling characteristics. ,is study develops a nurse
scheduling tool that can proportionally assign shifts to
nurses while maximizing their individual preferences on
shift and day off. ,e scheduling outcomes are expected to
improve the nurse’s perception of fairness and job satis-
faction, which positively influences nurse retention. ,is
study contributes to the practicality aspect of the existing
NSP literature by illustrating how to formulate and solve a

Table 6: Summary of deviations from the goals of the NSP model for the scenario with busy days.

Nurse i Actual total
shifts

G1: working shifts balancing G2: preferred shift assignments G3: score of preferred day off assignments
Total
shifts Si-

S
Target

%
Dev∗

Total preferred
shifts PSi-

PS
Target

%
Dev∗

Total preferred day
off scores PDi

- PD
Target

%
Dev∗

1 24 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 6.3 12 0 12 23.6
2 20 24 0 24 4.1 19 1 20 0.9 9 3 12 7.3
3 20 24 0 24 4.1 19 1 20 0.9 4 5 12 58.8
4 20 24 0 24 4.1 17 3 20 9.7 4 5 12 58.8
5 24 24 0 24 4.1 19 1 20 0.9 12 0 12 23.6
6 23 24 0 24 4.1 17 3 20 9.7 10 4 12 3.0
7 21 24 0 24 4.1 20 0 20 6.3 12 0 12 23.6
8 22 24 0 24 4.1 19 1 20 0.9 10 2 12 3.0
9 24 24 0 24 4.1 20 0 20 6.3 6 9 12 38.2
10 20 23 1 24 0.3 20 0 20 6.3 7 2 12 27.9
11 20 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 6.3 11 1 12 13.3
12 24 22 2 24 4.6 15 5 20 20.3 12 0 12 23.6
13 20 22 2 24 4.6 16 4 20 15.0 12 0 12 23.6
14 20 23 1 24 0.3 19 1 20 0.9 11 1 12 13.3
15 24 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 6.3 12 1 12 23.6
16 24 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 6.3 10 1 12 3.0
17 24 22 2 24 4.6 20 0 20 6.3 11 0 12 13.3
Average 3.8 6.4 22.5
∗%Dev� percent deviation from the average value.

Table 7: Comparison among the manual and optimal nurse schedules.

G1: no. of working
shifts balancing

G2: no. of preferred
shift assignments

G3: score of preferred
day off assignments

Average STD Average STD Average STD
Manual 22 1.84 — — — —
Normal capacity 23.06 0.64 19.17 1.24 11.32 0.68
Extended capacity 23.8 0.4 19.75 0.89 11.15 1.06
Higher demand for experienced nurses 23.04 0.94 18.82 1.60 9.70 2.78
STD� standard deviation.
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job-satisfaction enhanced model based on an actual case
study. ,e collection of operational and preference data is
obtained via field and questionnaire surveys with the nurses
at the operating room department in a private hospital in
Pathum ,ani, ,ailand. ,e proposed model employs the
goal programming technique, enabling the consideration of
multiple goals: (1) minimizing the unbalanced workload, (2)
minimizing the unbalanced preferred shift, and (3) mini-
mizing the unbalanced preferred day off among the nurses.
,e three problem scenarios with slightly different problem
sizes are solved to optimality to show its performance based
on the solution quality and computational time.,e optimal
solutions obtained from the proposed approach show a
significant improvement compared to the manually made
schedule on the aspect of workload balance. ,e use of a
scheduling optimization approach also allows any change in
the operational and preference parameters to be made and
solving the new optimal schedules easily. On the job sat-
isfaction factor aspect, this study strengthens the existing
NSP literature by considering both workforce- and indi-
vidual-level preferences. ,e workload fairness is regarded
as the workforce-level desirable characteristics. ,e case
study research that simultaneously considers both prefer-
ence levels is limited.

,e proposed goal programming nurse scheduling
model should be able to assist the head nurse in assigning a
more balanced workload while maximizing nurses’ shift and
day off preferences. ,e proposed scheduling approach can
be modified in many ways when applying to other NSP. ,e
shift balancing objective can be modified to consider other
scheduling characteristics such as the heterogeneity of tasks,
nurse income, and the interrelation between nurses. ,e
hard constraints in the proposed model, such as the number
of nurses in each shift and the minimum and the maximum
numbers of working shifts per month, can be formulated as
soft constraints or goal equations to improve the scheduling
flexibility and the ability to fulfill management policy. ,e
proposed model is based on Microsoft Excel and can be
modified and implemented without additional software cost
and programming difficulty.

Future studies should engage more in the practical ap-
plication of the NSP approach. More NSP studies that in-
vestigate and incorporate the job satisfaction factors of nurses
and uncertainties based on the actual case study are needed.
According to the existing NSP literature, the differences in job
satisfaction factors from case to case can be observed. ,e
operational uncertainties such as patient demand and nurse
availability experienced in each case should be addressed with
the proper model formulation and solving approaches. ,e
lack of uncertainty consideration is one of the limitations of
the current study.,e fairness in workload and preferred shift
and day off assignments in this study is short-term, over just
28 days. In our future study, the scheduling approach should
be able to account for the historical scheduling outcomes to
generate the solution with long-term fairness.
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